
Annual reports AGM 2013-14 
Secretary's report 

I’ll keep this short, as the details of our activities in the last year will appear in other people’s reports 

Unfortunately one of the things this year is likely to be remembered for is the death of Helen Beane, who will be greatly missed.  
One tries philosophical to be about these things, but the speed of progression of her illness was still hard to take in. 

The reports are: 

Chairman:  This will also include Richard’s roles as registrar and publicity officer (and Jo’s work on the website) 

Rides Secretary: This will have details this year’s rides 

Right to ride: Long document, which James will summarise. 

Isis Cyclists:  Ellen isn’t here today, so I’ll be reading it 

Treasurer: The accounts will not be presented today 

If you have any ideas for future activities then I would recommend you  to volunteer as a ride leader and possibly as a committee 

member. 

 

Chairperson’s report 

If success for a cycling club means encouraging more people to get out on their bikes, I think we can say that 2014 has been a 

successful year for Oxford City. 

Since the new website went live about 18 months ago, the number of subscriptions to our mailing list has grown from 135 to 232 

(increase of over 70%). Of course, it’s one thing to subscribe to our mailing list and quite another to get out of bed early on a 

Sunday morning. We have been successful in getting people to express an interest in cycling, but what about joining us in Broad 
Street at 9.30am on a Sunday morning? Here are the figures: numbers on our Sunday rides have almost tripled during the last 18 

months. 

Altogether, 147 riders (that includes 15 ride leaders) have been on our rides, but thankfully not all at once. And some will have 

been only on 1 or 2 rides and perhaps decided that touring riding is not for them. That’s why, in item 9 of your agenda, we are 

proposing to extend the kind of rides we offer. 

So far I have mentioned riders, ride leaders and the new website. These are the essential components of a successful club: people 

and how we communicate with each other. We take photographs, we laugh at our misadventures, we share our cycling knowledge. 

To sum it up: Oxford City is a cycling community. Every week, a hundred or so of you open an email reminding you of what 

happened on the last ride and what is planned for the coming weekend. And if you have ridden with us every Sunday you will 

have ridden 2394 miles (in these days of computers, we might as well be precise). Just what impact has our new website had in 

terms of communication? Google Analytics has been keeping track of this since February. So, being precise again, in those 9 

months, our site has had 17,159 page views, and (interestingly) 43% of those were first timers, people who had never visited the 

site before. The most visited pages were future rides, which you might expect, and the home page, which I didn’t expect because 

a) I hardly ever link to that page in my emails, and b) because regular riders usually go straight to the future rides page. This is 

significant: what it means is that the impact of our site goes well beyond the 200 or so regulars. Thanks to the website, we are 
reaching out (whether we like it or not) to a wider audience of cyclists. To give an example, our article on wheel rim wear turns 

out to be the 5th most common reason for people entering the site. We even received a thank you email from someone, saying we 

had saved him the unnecessary expense of a buying new wheel. So this is perhaps not an inappropriate moment for us to say thank 

you to our web designer.  

I mentioned 15 ride leaders. In fact we only have about 8 regular leaders. However, thanks to the efforts of our Rides Secretary, 

we have managed better this year than last. In 2012/2013 I had to lead almost half of all Sunday rides. This year, it’s been less 

than 30%. So let’s hope we can maintain this improvement in recruitment, because we are going to need more ride leaders if we 
are to fulfil our ambition in item 9 on the agenda. 

So what might our club look like in the future? The most obvious difference will be in the numbers taking part and in the variety 

of rides we offer. Our Sunday ride has already become much more flexible this year. I often get emails asking about for details. 

This is an example of the reply I might give: 

We welcome all sorts of riders, but because we are a touring club rather than a racing club, we ride quite slowly (average 20k). 

Sometimes a few riders may decide to go back from coffee or from lunch at a faster pace (24-27kph), but the main group will keep 

to the advertised 20k. Occasionally also, riders might go fast on their own route to coffee or lunch and meet the main group there.  

The idea is to be as flexible as possible, so as to attract different sorts of riders, but the main emphasis is on fun rather than hard 

training. Of course, that doesn't stop occasional racing to the top of a hill, when you can ride back down to join slower riders and 

climb the hill a second time.... 

If this sounds interesting, I look forward to meeting you on one of our rides soon. 

If I can quote from my draft survey (copy on your chair), here are some of the ideas we’d like to try: 



 Faster Saturday half-day rides (a couple of hours at 14-16mph with optional coffee back in Oxford) 

 Evening (summer) rides with optional pub meal 

 Mountain biking (mainly Chilterns or Cotswolds, taking bike in car) 

 Overnighters (ride out on Saturday, overnight B&B, ride back Sunday) 

 Away days (bike in car or by public transport to explore more distant areas) 

 Longer cycling holidays (including destinations abroad) 

That’s quite an ambitious agenda and it may take a few years to achieve, but it gives you a flavour of where we are heading. 

None of what we have already achieved or of what we hope to achieve in the future is possible without the enthusiasm and 

support of our members. So it is entirely appropriate that I finish my report now by thanking you for being here this afternoon, for 

getting up early on a Sunday morning and for being part of CTC Oxford City. 

Keep riding, keep safe, keep fit. 

Richard Morris 

 

Rides Secretary's report to CTC Oxford City member group October 2014 

We have continued to have a well supported range of rides running through the year. The joint monthly rides with ISIS continue 

to be particularly well supported. As well as ISIS leading a monthly ride back from coffee, at a committee meeting during the year 

it was agreed that some ride could have a fast ride back from coffee advertised, so opening up our rides to some faster riders. 

While some fast ride have happened on a spur of the moment basis, to date we have not had any advertised in advance. Something 

that could be considered in the coming year. 

Other Sunday rides have continued with good numbers, in the last month we have twice broken our record for numbers at lunch. 

In the spring, 7 of us enjoyed Whitsun bank holiday weekend camping at Castle Eaton near Fairford, with mostly good weather 

and  lessons in how to try not to pay for your Saturday lunch in a pub (you pay from the next pub....). 

In September we had a ride to joint celebrate our 90th anniversary with CTC Oxfordshire, with a tea in Stanlake village hall. 

At the start of the year, we were getting low on volunteer rides leaders, but we now have some new leaders, so the leading load is 

more widely spread. Always room for more rides leaders. 

Thanks to those who have led rides during the past year, along with the often over looked sweepers who do a worthy job too. 

Thanks to all those who have lead rides during the year, with particular thanks to those who have started to lead rides this year. 

 

James Dawton. 
Rides Secretary. 

 

RTR Report for Oxford City CTC member group AGM 25th October 2014 

One of the CTC's remits is to campaign for better cycling conditions. In Oxford/Oxfordshire, the County Council is the highway 

authority. While they do fall somewhat short of “getting” what is needed to encourage cycling on our roads, they are moving in 

places in the right direction. I think they are better than a lot of other highway authorities, but that isn't saying very much. 

There is an issue of designs repeatedly coming forward with a lack of ambition (and sometimes lack of common sense). Despite 

CTC/Cyclox suggestions – that have minimal cost attached – they get ignored. This has been said to David Nimmo Smith 
(councillor in charge of transport) who says he “tells his officers to listen the experience of those in Cyclox/CTC/OXPA”. On the 

matter of Frideswide Square, (inadequate design), he is looking in what the design officers were told during the consultation (that 

goes back 5 years). 

In Oxford City, campaigning is done in conjunction with Cyclox – more hands make less work. 

In the county, Robin Tucker has set up the Oxfordshire Cycling Network, to link up various cycling groups around the county, so 

we can have a more coordinated approach with the county council. This group includes CTC Oxford City, CTC Wantage, CTC 

South-East, the Eynsham Community Path (B4044), Sustrans, Henley, Cyclox, Harbug and Witney BUG. Apologies if any group 

has been left off this list. 

Whilst I am the rep, and present the report, Graham Smith also does a lot of local RTR work, often the last one standing when 

everyone else has given up in despair! 

As mentioned in last years report, a lot of schemes have been coming through the system. A lot of this is aimed at improving the 

local economy which is deemed to be under performing, partially due to bottlenecks in the local transport system. Most of these 

are from competitive bidding from Whitehall. Oxfordshire got about £50M for various schemes (Cambridge got £500M). These 

schemes need designing/constructing and signing off within a specific time scale, which explains why it is currently hard to get 

into Oxford without encountering road works of one form or another. Having a limited time scale also means that the best 

solution/design isn't always achieved. 

Most of my efforts have been in Oxford City, and on some County Council consultations for long term policies etc. 



Parliamentary enquiry into cycling 

I sent a submission on behalf of Cyclox. 

The Government cycle delivery plan 

I submitted a letter to the treasury, and to Nicola Blackwood to ask the the government cycle delivery plan was adequately funded 

at £10/head. Sadly there was no guaranteed funding, the CTC called it a derisory plan, not a delivery plan. 

Highways Agency. 

The transport minister Robert Goodwill was reported as saying the Highways agency was being made a stand alone agency to 

improve various things, all of which were listed as motorists this, and motorists that. I wrote to Nicola Blackwood MP asking her 

to remind the minister that cyclists are also impacted upon by trunk roads – even if they rarely use them – and he should take into 

account all users, not just “motorists”. In a suitable woolly reply, the minister referred to the DfT's plans to “cycle proof” 
highways agency roads. However, some cycle proofed roads seem, well cycle “proof” in the wrong sense of the word. 

Cyclox also had a productive meeting with Nicola, who felt suitable informed, and later wrote she hoped she could approach 

Cyclox on matters cycling in the future if needed. 

LTP4 (Local transport Plan 4). 

Every few years the county council have to review their transport plan. As the funding mechanism for transport is changing, they 

are reviewing LTP3 (to become LTP4). The funding will come Local Transport Boards, which will be business based rather than 

simply just County Council based. 

The draft LTP4 is being written. A cycling consultation evening was held, organised by Robin Tucker (pretty much with his work 
hat on). We had some good input. The LTP4 lead officer accepts there will be a huge increase in transport activity in the county 

up to 2030, with 100,000 new homes planned. They also accept that there is not the public funding to expand the road network to 

accommodate this growth through car use. All sound good so far. What actually will happen vs what is in the policy isn't always 

the same. Time will tell. 

Connecting Oxfordshire. 

This is a plan to improve transport between the major business areas of the County, namely Science Vale 

(Harwell/Didcot/Wantage), Oxford (esp the Universities), Oxford's eastern arc and the north (Begbrooke/the Northern Gateway). 

The Connecting Oxfordshire plan is in it's early development stages. Probably end up a lot of bus/rail due to the distances 

involved, but we need to ensure cycling does not lose out. 

“Our” Cycletopia – a vision for cycling in Oxford and its environs. 

This is based on CTC national office's Cycletopia, which was a description of what an ideal cycling urban scene would look like. 

Although it is about Oxford and 5 miles out from the ring road, by changing a few names, the same principles could apply to any 

of the Oxfordshire market towns. This was in development at last year's AGM, and was finished in spring this year – an online 

copy can be found on Cyclox's website. A paper copy can hopefully still be found in Ian Hudspeth's desk. It was written with local 

CTC, Cyclox and Sustrans input. The graphic design work was paid for by CTC Oxfordshire and Cyclox, Sustrans donating time, 

and the printing paid for by Oxford University. Our local Cycletopia covers infrastructure, health, inclusion, economy and carbon 

reduction. It is all referenced and has endorsements from leading specialists and academics along with Andrew Smith MP, Nicola 

Blackwood MP and the head of Cherwell School (highest pupil cycling rate in the country). There is 4 page summary and 30 page 

version. The idea is that the county council can see what we envisage is a good environment for cycling. 

“Their” Cycletopia. 

When we had almost finished “our” Cycletopia, Simon Pratt of Sustrans had to pull out, as Sustrans and a co bidder had just won 

a bid to write a “Cycle Vision for Oxford” for Oxfordshire County Council (“their” Cycletopia). This has been written, but not yet 

published. This is a 3 or 4 stage process, stage 2 started in April, identifying gaps in cycle infrastructure in Oxford. 

Oxford City's £300,000 over 4 years on cycle infrastructure. 

Apparently not a lot of this has been spent yet. The city council asked for members of the public to submit suggestions for 

improvements. As the county council is the highway authority, they need to give their approval to how the money is spent. 
Depending who you talk to, this is why a lot hasn't been spent yet. 

Schemes 

Northern Gateway Development 

This is the Wolvercote/A40/Peartree area development. Plans have been drawn up. On paper the cycle issues a could be improved 

upon considerably. There is a definite lack of vision to make good cycle/pedestrian links. Links being the word, the proposed 

pedestrian link to the new Oxford Parkway station goes straight across the North Oxford golf links following an existing public 

footpath. The cycle link is proposed to be via Five Mile Drive and up the Banbury Rd to the park and ride/Parkway station. 

There are questions on the overall transport issues re road capacity/road improvements/effects on the local road network The 
development is said to be conditional on construction of an A40 – A44 link road just north of the A34. The grant application for 

this route was turned down at the last Whitehall bidding round. They will reapply early next year. It is for this development that 

the Wolvercote/Cutteslowe roundabouts are to be hamburgered and signalised. 

Wolvercote and Cutteslowe Roundabouts 

The plans for these junctions have been out for consultation. Not very ambitious for the cycle links, no bridges, just lots of 

signalled crossing (up to 5 or so for some journey movements). Compare to the cycle/pedestrian bridges over all the A40 junctions 



on the way in to London. On the upside, once the roundabouts are full of traffic lights, they will be fine to cycle round, thus 

avoiding the long wait for all the toucan cycle crossings! 

Westgate development 

The has gone 1 stage forward (outline planning permission applied for), and 1  stage backwards (the county council want a 

guarantee that Westgate will pay for the repair of Norfolk Street should it decide to subside into the underground car park.... 

I helped Cyclox submit cycle improvements that could be paid for by the community infrastructure levy charged to the 
developers. Just as well, the developers consultants (based in Brighton) didn't have any local knowledge to work on....). 

Frideswide Square. 

This has just come up for approval by the county council. Shared cycle/pedestrian space between the roundabouts, cycle lanes on 

the roads approaching the square, but nothing on the roundabouts themselves, where buses will be turning/joining from a new 
transport hub as part of the station redevelopment. There is no attempt to try and cater for cyclists wanting a route across the 

square from Botley Rd to Hythe Bridge St/Park End St. Once again, the county council does not quite “get it”. 

The station railway bridge. 

Railtrack have come up trumps, with a proposed new bridge twice as wide as the current one. Space for 3 vehicle lanes (probably 
2 lanes + strip down the middle). On each side there will be segregated cycle/pedestrian tracks separate from the road. These will 

not go as low as the road. So less up hill when you emerge from under the bridge. The road itself will be dug lower than now to 

allow full height double decker buses. 

The Plain Roundabout 

This is a Cycle Safety City Ambition Funded project, aimed to improve cycling – most of the funds come from a DfT bidding 

process. The “cycle benefit” part of the £1M cost is rather thin. Most of the cost in reality is going on general maintenance and 

nice York stone paving slabs. First plans were reasonable, then they went down hill. After e mail from Oxford Civic Society and a 

joint CTC/Cyclox e mail, saying this just was not good enough, it improved a bit, to help the right turn when leaving Magdalen 

Bridge (biggest complaint, at a Cyclox public meeting, at which the lead county officer was present (taking questions)). 

There was a complete refusal to consider any segregated cycle facility, even for parts of the junction where it is reasonable 

possible. 

Construction was to have started this week. Due to the congestion caused by all the other road works, this work has been deferred 

until after Christmas. The project needs signing off by the end of March to satisfy the bidding process. 

The scheme will probably make the roundabout a bit better for existing cyclists. The projects aim is to attract new/extra cyclists to 

use the junction, with an aim of cycle numbers going up 20% with the new design. This aim probably won't be achieved. 

Part of the scheme is also to revamp the sequencing of the High St/Longwall St traffic lights. This looks a good idea, with the aim 

of reducing the numbers of cyclist bunching up at the junction when the Hight Street light is on red. The county have applied to 

the DfT for approval to use an advanced green light for cyclists, so the have a head start over other vehicles, whose green light 

will be after the cyclists green light. 

James Dawton 

Right to Ride 

 

ISIS CYCLISTS (informal group) 

Introduction 

2013-2014 has been another successful year for Isis Cyclists. It has continued a programme of four regular rides per month: 

1st Saturday = short and steady ride (<10 miles) 

2nd Weekend = medium ride (~15 miles) 

3rd Saturday = long ride (20-30 miles) 

Final Sunday = Joint ride to coffee with Oxford City riders (20-30 miles) 

In addition, March 2014 saw the launch of a new type of ride, the midweek “Stop & Stare Ride”. These have been happening on a 

monthly basis and are aimed at beginners, riders lacking confidence, those returning from illness or injury and those who want to 

spend more time exploring within the ring road. Jane Carlton Smith and Lucy Tennyson have been organising the rides which visit 

2 or 3 locations in Oxford, usually based around a theme. They generally involve riding 5-10 miles. Since their launch they have 

built up a regular group of followers, although we don’t yet feel that we are reaching exactly the group we had aimed originally 

them at. 

This spring and summer our long ride programme was geared up to preparing riders for our 50 mile challenge ride, which was held 

at the end of August. Each month our long ride increased in length by 5 miles until we were cycling 40 miles in July. The challenge 

ride took place at the end of August and 16 riders, many of whom had not ridden 50 miles before, enjoyed a relaxed ride to Lechlade 

and back. 

This year our weekend away was a camping weekend at Britchcombe Farm near Uffington. Nine riders took part in an enjoyable 

and pleasantly warm weekend at the start of September, organised and lead by Lucy Tennyson and Natasha Williams.  



As always, none of this can be done without a good deal of commitment from a dedicated band of Isis rides leaders who run the 

club. My thanks go to them for their hard work, imagination and constant enthusiasm. 

 

Administration 

The Isis leaders group has met three times this year in order to organise the programme and to attend to other business. Very sadly 

in May, one of our founding members and stalwarts, Helen Beane, died after a short illness. We really miss her enthusiasm and 

ideas. In particular she introduced many Isis Cyclists to cycle touring through the now well established annual weekend away.  

However, this year our leaders group has been joined by Sarah Twine who has already lead a couple of imaginative “Stop and Stare” 

rides. Lilia Bonacorsi has continued maintaining our photo site which is rapidly becoming a wonderful document of our activities. 

At the end of this year, our website, which has been ticking over quietly, has been taken over by Liz Matthews who is in the process 

of streamlining it. 

Regular monthly email newsletters and occasional other mailings have continued to be delivered through our Google Group to 

approximately 285 women, an increase of 65 over the year. Rides and other events have also been promoted via our website and 

facebook page and by the Broken Spoke Co-op. 

 

Regular Rides (October 2013 – end of September 2014) 

This year, Isis Cyclists ran 52 regular rides and 2 were cancelled due to bad weather. 106 women rode with the group at least once. 

49 riders rode with us for the first time this year. The average number of riders on each type of ride is as follows: 

Short rides: Average of 9 riders (total of 12 rides) – decrease on last year (12) 

Medium rides: Average of 11 riders (total of 12 rides) – same as last year 

Long rides: Average of 11 riders (total of 10 rides) – slight decrease on last year (12) 

Joint Isis/Ox City rides: Average of 8, Isis only (total of 9 rides) – decrease on last year (11). 

Stop & Stare: Average of 6 riders (total of 7 rides) 

 

Next Year 

Next year we will continue to support our regular rides, in particular concentrating on our shorter rides where our numbers seem to 

be a little lower than in previous years. We are still very much committed to encourage greater participation by women in all types 

of cycling. 

Ellen Lee 

 

 


